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ASX Announcement

CONNECTED IO CONFIRMS FIRST SHIPMENT TO AUSTRALIA
HIGHLIGHTS
•

CIO confirms first shipment of product to its Australian and New Zealand
distributor M2M Connectivity.

•

M2M Connectivity is a leading supplier of M2M/IoT hardware.

•

The shipment will facilitate product trials and potential roll out with
existing
M2M
relationships
including
Australia’s
largest
telecomunications and electronics companies.

•

The shipment signals the first step in the Company’s international
expansion ambitions.

Connected IO Limited (“CIO” or “Company”) is pleased to announce the first shipment of
product to its Australian distribution channel M2M Connectivity (M2MC). This is further to
the distribution announcement (ASX:CIO 5/3/18) to facilitate the sale of CIO product in both
Australia and New Zealand.
M2MC has confirmed the first Australian shipment will be promoted and used for applications
in Security/Surveillance, Digital Signage, Kiosks/POS/Vending and Energy Management.
The first shipment to M2MC aligns with the corporate channel strategy to rollout out CIO
products in the Machine to Machine (M2M) solutions sector globally.
M2MC will deliver solutions providing simple failover of routers from ADSL/NBN to LTE,
leveraging the huge installed base of routers in the market, including some of Australia’s
largest telecommunications and electronics companies. Failover to LTE supports business
critical networks where downtime and disruption needs to be avoided at all costs.
“The shipment of Connected IO product will allow M2MC to trial and deliver a high-quality
cost effective industrial grade modem for connecting remote assets, specifically Security,
Failover and Vending. The CIO communication products provide a solution previously
unavailable in the Australian market and is expected to have an immediate following and
demand” said Daryl Chambers, Director of M2M Connectivity.
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Jason Ferris, Executive Chairman at Connected IO Limited said “Further to our previously
announced Distribution Agreement it is extremely satisfying to ship the first CIO products to
M2M Connectivity to assist with their Australian demands. Roll out in Australia has always
been an objective of the Company and to do so via the existing relationships of M2MC should
greatly short circuit the normal lead in times for new introductions”.

About M2M Connectivity
M2M Connectivity is one the leading suppliers of components, finished hardware and design
services for the wireless Machine to Machine (M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT) markets in
Australia and New Zealand. It has been operating for over 16 years and its Design Services
team provide comprehensive services, offering tailored development, system integration and
management of hardware, software, and data for M2M and IoT projects.
About Connected IO Ltd. (CIO)
Based in Silicon Valley, Connected IO (CIO) develops wireless products for machine-tomachine (M2M) communications and Internet of Things (IoT) connectivity. The CIO family of
programmable modems and routers are innovative, operator-certified, secure, and
affordable, making them the preferred choice of enterprises around the globe for a wide array
of applications and industries, including digital signage, POS, vending machines, security,
monitoring and control, and failover.
The IoT market is growing exponentially and cellular technology and wireless connectivity are
advancing rapidly—from LTE to Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT). To keep pace, reduce development
costs, and shorten time to market, companies are choosing CIO hardware. Ready to go right
out of the box, CIO products can be easily configured, deployed, monitored, and managed
with our cloud-based management portal.
Get Connected!
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